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NO. 940 GUMMED PAPER TAPE

Designed for metal and wood frames. Color-coded,
the white area contains the adhesive, the blue area is a
non-adhesive area. Of its 4” in width, 2-1/2” are adhesive
backed, while the remainder has a predominately nonadhesive backing. Intermediate 1/4”-wide strips are placed
approximately every 2” within this non-adhesive area to attach
the tape securely to the frame, but allow easy removal.

This water-moistened gummed tape is good for
sealing screens both inside and outside. Supplied in 600’ rolls.
Available in 2” width (14 rolls) and 3” width (10 rolls).

Available in 4” width on 60-yard rolls (18 rolls/case).

white split liner tape
A durable white split liner polyethylene tape with
the same proven adhesive as SaatiPrint’s Magi-Blue Tape.
To use, peel off one-half of the liner and adhere this
exposed half around the inside perimeter of the screen. Then
apply the linered half of the tape against the frame rails, forming
a dam against ink penetration. Screen retensioning can occur
with the White Split-Liner Tape in place. To remove, the tape
comes off easily in one pull and leaves no adhesive residue.
Available in 2” and 3” widths on 55-yard rolls.

TEAL/PURPLE NEWMAN ROLLER TAPE
A solvent-resistant clear tape constructed of 0.003” thick
polyester. Similar in function to the White Split-Liner Tape.
Available in 2” and 3” widths on 55-yard rolls
(24 rolls/case). Also available in brown.

clear split liner tape
A solvent-resistant clear tape constructed of 0.003” thick
polyester. Similar in function to the White Split-Liner Tape.
Available in 2” and 3” widths on 55-yard rolls
(24 rolls/case). Also available in brown.

For More Information: visit www.saati.com

SILVER TAPE
This thin 1 mil. thickness matte silver tape is ideal
for close to the image masking while not interfering
with the print, like some thicker masking type tapes.
Resistant to most solvents and ideal for UV printing.
Available in 2” width on 300’ rolls.
Quantity discounts are available.

